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Abstract 
Several recent experimental and allalytical investigations of cavitating flows have revealed new phenomena 
which clearly affect how we should view cavitation growth arid collapse and the strategies used t o  ameliorate 
its adverse effects. 
On the scale of individual bubbles it is now clear that the dynamics and acoustics of single bubbles 
are severely affected by the distortion of the bubble by the flow. This distortion depends on the typical 
dimension and velocity of the flow (as well as the Reynolds number) and therefore the distortion effects are 
very important in the process of scaling results up from the model t o  the prototype. The first part of the 
lecture will discuss the implications of these new observations for the classic problem of scale-up. 
Another recent revelation is the importantance of the interactions between bubbles in determining the 
coherent motions, dynamic and acoustic, of a cloud of cavitation bubbles. The second part of the lecture 
focusses on these cloud cavitation effects. It is shown that the collapse of a cloud of cavitating bubbles 
involves the formation of a bubbly shock wave and it is suggested that the focussing of these shock waves 
is responsible for the enhanced noise and damage in cloud cavitation. The paper describes experiments and 
calculations conducted to  investigate these phenomena in greater detail as part of an attempt to find ways 
of ameliorating the most destructive effects associate with cloud cavitation. 
1 Introduction 
Hi~t~orically, cavitation noise and damage have been visualized as resdting from thc collapse of individual 
bubbles and the effects of t,he surrounding flow field and of neighboring bubbles have been largely ignored. 
It is now being recognized that both effects may have important consequences and that recognition of these 
effects leads t,o some new mitigation strategies. We begin in t,he next section with a review of single bubble 
dynamics in a typical fiow field. 
Dynamics of Single Bubbles 
Recent research has shed new light on the effects of the flow on a single cavitation "event", the term used 
to denote the processes which follow when an indiviclual cavitating nucleus is convected into a region of low 
pressure. The pioneering observations of single events which were made by Knapp (see, for example, Knapp 
and Hollander 1948) were followed by the analyses of Plesset (1949), Parkin (1952) and others who sought 
to rnodel these observations of t,he growth and collapse of a travelling cavitation bubble using Rayleigh's 
equation for the dynamics of a spherical bubble (Rayleigh 1917). Some of the early (and classic) observations 
of individual travelling cavitation bubbles by Knapp and Hollander (1948), Parkin (1952) and Ellis (1952) 
make mention of the deformation of the bubbles by the flow. But the focus of attention soon shifted to 
the easier observations of the dynamics of individual bubbles in quiescent liquid and it is only recently that  
invest-igations of the deformation caused by the flow have resumed. Both Knapp and Hollander (1948) and 
Parkin (1952) observed that almost all cavitation bubbles are closer to  hemisphericaj than spherical and that 
they appear to be separated from the solid surface by a thin film of liquid. Such bubbles are clearly evident 
in other photographs of cavitation on a hydrofoil such as those of Blake et al. (1977) or Briangon-Marjollet 
et al. (1990). 
It is important t o  consider the typical size of the cavitation bubbles relative to the thickness of the viscous 
boundary layer. In the flow of a uniform stream of velocity, U, around an object such as a hydrofoil with 
typical dimension, D,  the thickness of the laminar boundary layer near the minimum pressure point will 
be given qualitatively by S M (vD/U)f  where v is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid. In contrast, the  
asymptotic growth rate of a bubble yields a typical maximum bubble radius, RM, given by 
RM M ~ D ( - u  - Cpmin) (1) 
where a is the cavitation number defined as 2(p, - p,)/pU' where p, and p, are respectively the upstream 
and vapor pressures and p is the liquid density. The coefficient of pressure, Cp, is defined as 2(p - p , ) / p ~ 2  
where p is the local pressure in the flow and CpmirL denotes the minimum pressure coefficient in the flow. 
It follows that the ratio of the boundary layer thickness to the maximum bubble radius, SIRM, is given 
approximately by 
Therefore, provided (-a - Cpmin) is of the order of 0.1 or greater, it follows that for the high Reynolds 
numbers, UDIv ,  which are typical of most of the flows in which cavitation is a problem, the boundary layer 
is usually much thinner than the typical dimension of the bubble. This does not mean the boundary layer is 
uni~nportant.  But we can anticipate that those parts of the cavitation bubble furthest frorn the solid surface 
will interact with the primarily inviscid flow outside the boundary layer, while those parts close to  the solid 
surface will be affected by the boundary layer and the shear forces associated with i t .  
A number of recent research efforts have focussed on these bubble/flow interactions including the work of 
van der Meulen and van Renesse (1989) and Briangon-Marjollet et al. (1990). Recently, Ceccio and Brennen 
(1 991) and Kuhn de Chizelle et al. (1994) have made an extended series of observations of cavitation bubbles 
in the flow around two axisymmetric headforms including studies of the scaling of the phenomena. For both 
headforms, the isobars in the neighbourhood of the minimum pressure point exhibit a large pressure gradient 
normal to  the surface. This pressure gradient is associated with the curvature of the body in the vicinity 
of the rninimum pressure point. Consequently, at a given cavitation number, r, the region below t,he vapor 
pressure which is enclosed between the solid surface and the Cp = -a isobaric surface is long and thin 
compared with the size of the headform. Only nuclei which pass through this thin volume will ~av i ta t~e .  
Ceccio and Brennen (1991) made detailed observations of individual cavitation bubbles a t  relatively low 
Reynolds numbers. Typical photographs of the bubble during the cycle of bubble growth and collapse are 
shown in figure 1. The shape during the initial growth phase is that of a spherical cap, the bubble being 
separated from the headform surface by a thin layer of liquid of the same order of magnitude as the boundary 
layer thickness. Later developments depend on the geometry of the headform and the Reynolds number. 
In the simplest cases and at relatively low Reynolds number the bubbles are as shown in figure 1. As the 
bubble begins t o  enter the region of adverse pressure gradient the exterior frontal surface is pushed inward 
causing the profile of the bubble to appear wedge-like. Thus the collapse is initiat,ed on the exterior frontal 
surface of the bubble and this often leads to the bubble fission. But, t,wo other processes are occuring 
at the same time. First, the streamwise thickness of the bubble decreases faster than its spanwise breadth 
(spanwise being defined as the direction parallel to  the headform surface and normal to the oncoming stream) 
so that the largest dimension of the bubble is its spanwise breadth. Second, the bubble acquires significant 
spanwise vorticity through its interactions with the boundary layer during the growth phase. Consequently, 
as the collapse proceeds this vorticity is concentrated and the bubble evolves into one (or two or possibly 
more) cavitating vortices with spanwise axes. These vortex bubbles proceed to  collapse and seem to rebound 
as a cloud of much smaller bubbles. Often a coherent second collapse of this cloud was observed when the 
bubbles were not too scatt,ered by the flow. Ceccio and Brennen (1991) (see also Kumar and Brennen 1993b) 
conclude that  the flow-induced fission prior to  collapse can have a substantial effect on the noise impulse. 
Two additional phenomena were observed on the headform which exhibited laminar boundary layer 
separation. The first, of these was the observation that the layer of liquid underneath the bubble would 
become disrupted by some instability. As seen in figure 2 this results in a bubbly layer of fluid which 
Figure 1: A series of photographs illustrating the growt,h and collapse of a travelling cavit'ation bubble in 
the flow around a 5.08cm diameter Schiebe headform at a. = 0.45 and a speed of 9 m / s .  The order of 
development is top left,, top right, bot.t,om left, bott,om right. The flow is from right t,o left. The scale is 4.5 
times lifesize. From Ceccio and Brennen (1991). 
Figure 2: Simultaneous profile and plan views of il lu~trat~ing the instability of t,he liquid layer under a 
travelling ca~ i ta t~ ion  bubble (for a = 0.45 and a speed of 8.7 m / s )  From Ceccio and Brennen (1991), tmhe 
photographs are 3.8 times lifesize. 
subsequently gets left behind the main bubble. This inst,abilit,y of t,he liquid layer leads to  anot'her mechanism 
of bubble .fission. Because it hails behind, the bubbly layer collapses after the main body of t.he bubble. 
The second and perhaps more consequential phenomenon only occurs wit,h tmhe occasional bubble. Infre- 
quently, when a bubble passes the point of laminar separat,ion; i t  triggers the format.ion of local "at.t.ached 
cavit,at.ion" streaks at. t,he lat,eral or spanwise ext,remit.ies of t,he bubble as seen in figure 3. Then, as the main 
bubble proceeds downstream, these "st,reaksv or "tails" of at,t.ached cavitat,ion are st*retEched out behind the 
main bubble, the t,railing ends of the tails being at,tached t,o the solid surface. Subsequently, t,he main bubble 
collapses first leaving the "t,ails" t80 persist for a fraction longer as illust,rat,ed by t,he lower pl i~t~ograph in
figure 3. 
Figure 3: Simultaneous profile and plan views of a travelling cavitat>ion bubble with attached tails (frorn 
Ceccio and Brennen 1991) at c = 0.42 and a speed of 9 m/s) .  The photographs are 3.8 times lifesize. 
We believe these tails occur when t,he trailing vortices fill with vapor/gas. The vortex lines ernanating 
from the two sides of the bubble (as a result of its acquired circulation) must terminate on the solid surface 
of the body. For reasons which are unclear, these trailing vortices sometimes cavitate. 
3 Scaling Effects for Single Bubbles 
The importance of these occasional "events with tails" did not become clear until tests were conducted at 
much higher Reynolds numbers, with larger headforms (up to 50.5crn in diameter) and somewhat higher 
speeds (up t o  15 mls f .  These tests were part of an investigation of the scaling of the bubble dynamic 
phenomerla (Kuhn de Chizelle et al. 1994) which was conducted in the Large Cavitation Channel (LCC, 
Morgan 1990). One notable observation was the presence of a "dimple" on the exterior surface of all the 
individual travelling bubbles; examples of this dimple are included in figure 4. They are not the precursor 
to a re-entrant jet for the dimple seerns to be relatively stable during most of the collapse process. 
More importantly, it was observed that ,  at  higher Reynolds number, '.attached tails'' occurred even on 
the l~eadfornl which did not normally exhibit laminar separation. Moreover, the probability of occurence of 
attached tails increased as the Reynolds number increased and the attached cavitation began to be more 
extensive. As the Reynolds nurnber increased further, the bubbles would tend to trigger attached cavities 
over the entire wake of the bubble as seen in the lower two photographs in figure 4. Moreover the attached 
cavitation would tend to  remain for a longer period after the main bubble had disappeared. Eventually, at 
the highest Reynolcls numbers tested it appeared that the passage of a single bubble was sufficient to trigger 
a "patch" of attached cavitation (figure 4, bottom) which would persist for an extended period after the 
bubble had long disappeared. 
This progression of events and the changes in the probabilities of the different Icinds of events with 
Reynolds number imply a rich complexity in the micro-fluidmechanics of cavitation bubbles, much of which 
remains t o  be understood. Its importance lies in the fact thai these different types of events cause differences 
in the collapse process which, in turn. alters the noise produced (see below) and, in all probability, the 
potential for cavitation darnage. 
When examined in retrospect, one can identify many of these phenomena in earlier photographic ob- 
servations, including the pioneering, high-speed movies taken by Knapp. As previously remarked, Knapp 
and Hollander (1948), Parkin (1952) and others noted the spherical-cap shape of rnost travelling cavitation 
bubbles. More recently. Holl and Carroll (1979) observed a variety of different types of cavitation events 
on axisymmetric bodies and remarked that  both travelling and attached cavitation "patches" occurred and 
could be distinguished from travelling bubble cavitation. A similar study of the different types of cavitation 
events was reported by Huang (1979) whose ..spots" are synonymous with "pal ches" . 
Figure 4: Typical cavit.at,ion events from t,he scaling experiments of Kuhn de Chizelle et al. (1994) showing 
an 1inat.t-ached bubble with "dimple" (upper left), a bubble with at.t,ached t.ails (upper right.) and a transient 
bubble-induced pat,ch (middle) all occuring on the 50.8cm diameter Schiebe headform at, a = 0.605 and a 
speed of 15 mls .  The bot.t,orn phot,ograph shows a pat,ch on t,he 25.4cm headforrn at- a = 0.53 and a speed 
of 15 mls. The flow is from right t.o left,. The top four are shown at 1.3 times lifesize and t,he bot4t,orn at 
1.25 times lifesize. 
Modelling the bubble dynamics 
It is clear that, the Rayleigh-Plesset analysis of a spherical bubble cannot- reproduce many of the phenomena 
described in t,he preceding sectmion. To study t,his further, Kuhn de Chizelle et al. (1994) developed an 
unsteady numerical code which rnodels t.he bubbles using tmvelling sources and inc~rporat~es the dist.ort.ion 
caused by the pressure gradients in the flow around the body. Only the irrotational flow out,side of t,he 
boundary layer is addressed so t,he int.erac.t,ion of the bubble and t,he boundary layer is not treated by this 
met,hod. The objective was to focus on t,he interadion of the bubble witah t,he irrot.at,ional flow and t.he 
result,ing shape of the exterior surface of t,he bubble. Different., viscous flow analyses would be needed to  
study t.he phenomena of the liquid layer instab1it.y and t,he triggering of at.tached cavitation. 
Figure 5: Cornparison between the profiles of bubbles in figure 1 (dashed lines) arid the profiles calculated by 
Kuhn cle Chizelle e t  al. (1994) (solid lines) at five different nlomcnts during growth and collapse, consecutibely 
numbered 1 through 5. The flow is frorn right to left. The locations of the source and the image source are 
shown by the crosses. 
'The basic, simplifying assumptioii behind the rnodel is that 6he pert.urbat<ions in t,he irrotat,ional flow 
caused by t.he bubble can be fairly accirat,ely rrlodelled by a simple bravelling source of adjustable inten~i t~y 
arid position and t,hat, once an irnage source is added to  substantially sat.isfy t.he boundary condition on 
the headforrri surface, the remaining corrections which are required involve small modifications of the basic 
st,ructure of the flow. 
Typical results are presented in figure 5 where the bubble profiles from t'he ph~t~ographs of figure 1 are 
cornpared with the profiles computed a t  the same five, moments in time (labelled 1 to 5) during t,he bubble 
evolution. It can be seen that t,he overall size of t,he bubbles are in good agreement wit,h the observat.ions 
and t,hat there is qualit,ative agreement. in the general shape of the bubble as well as the way it, changes with 
time. The program reproduces the spherical-cap shapes which are separated from t,he headform by a thin 
liquid layer. During the growth phase we note a minor depression in the top of the cap which is reminiscent 
of the dimples on the top of t,he bubbles observed by Kuhn de Chizelle et nE. (1.994) but. is not as pronounced. 
Later the bubble assurries the wedge-like shape similar to the  experiment,^. The comput,ed bubbles are not, 
however, as elongated as those observed e~periment~ally, particularly at bhe higher cavitat.ion numbers; t,he 
probable reason for this is that the shape di~tort~ions which can be rnodelled by a single source are limited. 
5 Single Bubble Noise 
Improved understanding of the dynamics of individual cavitation events allows int.erprettation of t,he mea- 
surements of the noise produced by those events. In doing so we recognize t,hat noise evaluat,ion provides 
not only valuable practical information but is also usefi~l as a diagnostic. 
The radiated acoustic pressure, pa,  a t  a large dist.ance, R, from t.he center of a bubble of volurne, V ( t ) ,  
will be given by (Blake 1986, Brennen 1995) 
It is clear that the noise pulse generated at bubble collapse result-s from the very large and positive values 
of d 2 V / d t 2  which occur when the bubble is close t,o its minimum size. A good rneasure of the magnit,ude of 
the collapse pulse is t,he acoustic impulse, I, defined as t,he area under the pulse or 
where t l  and t 2  are times before and after t.he pulse at which pa is zero. It is also useful in t,he present 
context to define a dimensionless impulse, I*, as 
where R is now the distance from the cavit,ation event to  the point of noise measurement and D is a typical 
dimension of the flow (such as the headform diameter). We shall compare the experimentally measured 
values of I* from individual events on headforms of different size with those from numerical calculations of 
t'he growth and collapse of bubbles obtained from integration of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation. Details of 
these calculations are given in Ceccio and Brennen (1991) and Kuhn de Chizelle et al. (1994). For present, 
purposes, we note that variations in the Weber number, Reynolds number and initial size of t,he nucleus had 
little effect on the computed impulses (within &lo%). 
For a range of experimental cavitation numbers, both Ceccio and Brennen (1991) and Kuhn de Chizelle 
et al. (1994) were able to identify within the hydrophone output the signal produced by each cavitat,ion event 
and to measure the acoustic impulses of these events. The average values of the largest impulses obtained in 
this way are plotted against the maximum cavity volume in figure 6. In examining this particular correlation 
we follow the lead of Fitzpatrick and Strasberg (1956), Hamilton et al. (1982), Vogel et al. (1989) and 
others. Indeed, it was found that the correlation with maximum bubble volume was marginally better than 
the correlation with cavitation number (Kuhn de Chizelle et al. 1994). However, in viewing the data  of figure 
6 it must be emphasized that there is considerable variability in the magnitude of the impulses occurring at 
a particular operating condition. The standard deviations corresponding to  the averaged I* values of figure 
6 are usually between 25% and 80% of the average value. But,, in both sets of experiments an individual 
cavitation event (bubble) seems to be characterized by a fairly well-defined maximum possible value of the 
impulse. However the same conditions can also produce impulses which are a small fract,ion of this maximum. 
Also shown in figure 6 is a hatched area which includes the result<s from the Rayleigh-Plesset calculations 
using the pressure distribution on the surface of the headform. Note first that the upper envelope of t-he 
experimental data  for all the headforms and velocities is roughly consistent. However, this envelope of 
maximum values is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than t,he impulses obtained from tmhe 
Rayleigh-Plesset calculations. There are probably two reasons for this. First,, t,he act(ua1 maximum volume 
of the bubbles is significantly smaller than t,he maximum volume of the Rayleigh-Plesset bubbles as was 
documented by Kuhn de Chizelle et al,  (1994). A second contr ib~t~ing factor t o  the discrepancy is t#hat t,he 
more non-spherical the collapse, the less noise is produced since a spherical collapse produces the maximum 
focussing of the unsteady pressures. The interactions of the bubble with the pressure gradients and the 
boundary layer produce deformations in the shape which, in t,urn, alter the noise produced. 
There is, however, another effect which is present in the data of figure 6. Virtually all of the dat3a for a 
specific headform size and tunnel velocity tends first to increase as the maximum volume increases. However, 
in almost all cases, this trend reaches a maximum at a particular bubble volume and begins to  decrease with 
further reduction in a. This decrease is caused by a change in the dominant t'ype of event as t'he bubble size 
increases. Kuhn de Chizelle et al. (1994) were able to demon~t~rate  that, events wit'h tails are more likely to  
occur as the maximum bubble volume is increased and that such events produce much less noise, presumably 
because the t,ails cause further defocussing of the collapse. 
In summary, we find that t,he micro-fluid-mechanics ass~ciat~ed with individual events have an important 
effect on the noise produced by each event and t8hat changes in the micro-fluid-mechanics with Reynolds 
number produce previously unrecognized scaling effects. However the overall trends are consistent with 
those predicted by the Rayleigh-Plesset or Fit,zpatrick-St,rasberg analysis t,hough t8he maximum acoustic 
impulses are about an order of magnitude smaller than those of the spherical bubble analyses. 
6 Cloud Cavitation 
When the density of cavitation events increases in space or time and bubbles therefore begin t o  int,eract, a 
whole new set of phenomena may be manifest. The bubbles may begin t,o interact hydrodynamically with 
important consequences for both the global flow field, the global pressure field and therefore the dynamics 
and acoustics of the individual bubbles. In many flows of pra~t~ical  int,erest, "clouds" of cavitation bubbles 
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Figure 6: The dimensionless impulse, I*, as a function of maximumvolume of the bubble (divided by D3/8). 
All the calculations using the Rayleigh-Plesset equation for 0.3 5 u < 0.5 lie within the hatched region. The 
experimental measurements on a 5.08~-m headform by Ceccio and Brennen (1991) are shown for u = 0.42 
(a), 0.45 ( 0 )  and 0.50 (solid 0 )  along with the upper envelope which was defined by that data. The results 
of Kuhn de Chizelle et al. (1994) are shown for three headform diameters (50.8cm = thick solid line, 25.4cm 
= thin solid line, 5.08cm = dotted line) at three different tunnel velocities (9m/s = +, A, II, 11.5m/s = x, 
v, H, 15m/s = *, o, I). 
are periodically formed and then collapse. This temporal periodicity may occur naturally as a result of the 
shedding of bubble-filled vortices or it may be the response to a periodic disturbance imposed on the flow. 
Common examples of imposed fluctuations are the interaction between rotor and stator blades in a pump 
or turbine and the interaction between a ship's propeller and the non-uniform wake created by the hull. In 
many of these cases the coherent collapse of the cloud of bubbles can cause more intense noise and more 
potential for damage than in a similar non-fluctuating flow. 
Much recent interest has focused on the dynamics and acoustics of finite clouds of cavitation bubbles 
because of these very destructive effects (see, for example, Knapp (1955), Bark and van Berlekom 1978, 
Soyama et al. 1992). Here we address the issue of the modelling of the dynamics of cavitation clouds, a 
subject whose origins can be traced to  the work of van Wijngaarden (1964) who first attempted to  model 
the behavior of a collapsing layer of bubbly fluid next to a solid wall. In recent times, the literature on 
the linearized dynamics of clouds of bubbles has grown rapidly (see, for example, Omta 1987, d'Agostino 
et al. 1983, 1988, 1989, Prosperetti 1988). However, apart from some weakly non-linear analyses (Kumar 
and Brennen 1991, 1992, 1993b) only a few papers have addressed the highly non-linear processes involved 
during the collapse of a cloud of bubbles. 
Another perspective on the subject of collapsing clouds was that introduced by Mgrch and Kedrinskii and 
their co-workers (Mgrch 1980, 1981, 1982, Hanson et al. 1981). They surmised that the collapse of a cloud 
of bubbles involves the formation and inward propagation of a shock wave and that the geometric focusing 
of this shock a t  the center of cloud creates the enhancement of the noise and damage potential associated 
with cloud collapse. 
Most recently Wang and Brennen (1994,1995,1997) and Brennen et al. (1995) have used the mixture models 
employed earlier by d'Agostino et al. (1983, 1988, 1989) to  study the non-linear growth and collapse of a 
spherical cloud of bubbles. A finite cloud of nuclei is subjected to  an episode of low pressure which causes 
the cloud to  cavitate; the pressure then returns to  the original level causing the cloud to  collapse. The initial 
pressure level is characterized by a cavitation number, a, and the low pressure episode is charact'erized by 
a minimum pressure coefficient, CPmi,, and a duration, D I U ,  where D and U are respectively the typical 
dimension and velocity of the cavitating flow. The initial radius and void fraction of the cloud are denoted 
by A. and a 0  respectively and the initial radius of the bubbles within the cloud is denoted by Ro.  
In carrying out numerical calculations of this characteristic cloud cavitation problem, Wang and Brennen 
(1994, 1995, 1997) found that  the "cloud interaction" parameter, P, defined as 
is crucially important for the dynamics and acoustics of the cloud. Earlier linear and weakly nonlinear studies 
of cloud dynamics (d7Agostino & Brennen 1983, 1989; Kumar & Brennen 1991, 1992, 1993) showed that  
the cloud natural frequency is strongly dependent on this parameter. If ,8 is small, the natural frequency of 
the cloud is close to  that of the individual bubbles in the cloud. In other words, the bubbles in the cloud 
tend to  behave as individual units in an infinite fluid and the bubblelbubble interaction effects are minor. 
On the other hand bubble interaction effects dominate when the value of is greater t'han order one. Then 
the coI1ective oscillation of bubbles in the cloud results in a cloud nat'ural frequency which is Iower t'han the 
nat,ural frequency of individual bubbles. 
Some of the results obtained by Wang and Brennen are shown in figures 7, 8 and 9. Figures 7 and 9 
present examples of the bubble-size time history for five different Lagrangian radial locations, ro, within the 
cloud, from the surface, ro = Ao, to the centre, ro = 0. Figure 7 is for a large value of P in which the 
bubble interaction effects are strong. All the bubbles in the cloud grow almost in phase. However, because 
of the strong bubblelbubble interaction, bubble growth is severely constrained and the bubble growth rate 
within the cloud is much smaller than that near the surface. In other words, the bubbles in the interior are 
shielded by the outer shell of bubbles and grow to  a smaller maximum size. This shielding effect is typical 
of the bubblelbubble interaction phenomenon in cavitating cloud dynamics (d7Agostino & Brennen 1983, 
1989; Omta 1987; Smereka & Banerjee 1988; Chahine & Duraiswami 1992). 
In the case of large P, as illustrated in figure 7, the bubbles on t,he surface of the cloud collapse first 
and the collapse propagates inward creating a bubbly shock wave. Figure 8 shows the spatial distribution of 
bubble radius and pressure at one moment in time when the shock wave has progressed inward t o  a position 
about half the Lagrangian radius of t,he cloud. The structure of this shock is very similar t o  those in the 
bubbly flows investigated by Noordij and van Wijngaarden (1974) and other investigators (see, for example, 
Brennen 1995, Kameda and Matsumoto 1995); the shock is comprised of a series of rebounds and secondary 
collapses which probably produce a ringing in the radiated sound. The locat,ions with small bubble size 
represent regions of low void fraction and higher pressure due to the local bubble collapse. 
As the shock front passes bubbles and causes them to collapse, a very large pressure pulse is produced, 
as shown in figure 8. The shock wave strengthens considerably as it propagates int40 the cloud primarily 
because of geometric focusing. One consequence of this can be seen in figure 7; the closer the bubbles are t o  
the cloud centre, the smaller the size to  which t,hey collapse. Very ~omplicat~ed bubble-bubble interactions 
are observed and very high pressures are generated when the focusing shock reaches the centre of the cloud. 
Then a spreading expansion wave causes all bubbles to grow and begins another cycle of cloud oscillation. 
Very different dynamics are manifest when the cloud interaction parameter is small and a typical bubble 
time history under t,hese conditions is shown in figure 9 which should be contrasted with figure 7. Now, 
the bubbles grow more "freely" to a large size. However, the bubbles close to  cloud centre still grow more 
slowly t,han the bubbles near the surface and, c~nsequent~ly, the maximum size of the bubbles on the surface 
can be u p  t o  an order of magnitude larger. As a result, the central bubbles collapse first and t,he collapse 
spreads outward as an expansion wave. There is no shock-enhancing process involved and t,he resuhing noise 
produced is much smaller. 
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Figure 7: The time history of the dimensionless bubble size at five different positions in the cloud for a = 0.45, 
Cp,in = -0.75: ao = 3%, A. = 100! and D/Ao = 5 .  The cloud interaction parameter, P ,  is approximat,ely 
300 in this case. 
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Figure 8: Bubble size and pressure distribut.ions in the shock wave at a sample moment in t,ime, t = 368.31. 
Parameters are u = 0.45, Cpmin = -0.75, a" = 0.576, At) = 100, and D/Ao = 2.5. 
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Figure 9: The time history of the dimensionless bubble size at five different positions in t,he cloud for 
cro = 0.03% and D/Ao = 10. Other parameters as in figure 7. The cloud interaction parameter, P m 3. 
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Figure 10: The time history of the dimensionless cloud radius and the resulting far-field acoustic noise for 
the case of figure 8. 
8 Radiated Noise 
It is important to  determine the acoustic consequences associated with the cloud dynamics described above. 
For this reason we examine the far-field acoustic noise produced by t,he volumetric acceleration of the cloud. 
If we denote the dimensional time-varying volume of the cloud by V ( t ) ,  it follows t?hat the dimensional form 
Figure 11: The impulse of the normalized far-field acoustic noise, I, as a function of the cloud interaction 
parameter, ,B, for different values of D/Ao and three cavitation numbers, a (0.45 = A, 0.55 = o ,  0.65 = D). 
Other parameters are Cpmin = -0.75 and Ao/Ro = 100. 
of the time-varying far-field acoustic pressure is given by (Blake 1986) 
where pa is the radiated acoustic pressure and R is the distance from the cloud centre to the point of 
measurement. The acoustic effects generated by individual bubbles are minor in the far-field and will be 
neglected. Then the radiated noise is simply given by the volume of the cloud and a typical calculation 
of the cloud radius and the far-field noise is presented in figure 10 for a case in which P >> 1. Note that,, 
unlike a single bubble, the cloud only decreases to a size marginally smaller than its equilibrium size during 
the collapse process. However, the local void fraction within the cloud undergoes large changes. (This is 
consistent with the recent experimental observations of cloud collapse by Reisman and Brennen (1996).) 
When the enhanced shock wave reaches the center of the cloud, extremely high radiated noise is produced. 
Subsequent cloud collapses also produced radiated pulses. Normally, after several collapse and rebound 
cycles, the cloud will begin to oscillate at its natural frequency. 
The far-field acoustic impulse, I, is defined as the area under the largest pulse of the pressure signal or 
where t l  and t a  are times before and after the pulse at which the acoustic pressure, pa,  is zero. Figure 11 
presents the acoustic impulse as a function of the cloud interaction parameter, , for flows with different 
cavitation numbers, a, and different ratios of D/Ao.  In all cases, the impulse increases with increasing P ,  
demonstrating quite explicitly the magnification in the cavitation noise produced by the coherent interacting 
dynamics of bubbles in a cloud. 
9 0 bservations of Cloud Cavitation 
Of course, in many flows of practical interest cloud ca~i t~at~ion has a much more complex geometry. Numerous 
inve~tigat~ors (Knapp 1955, Wade and Acosta 1966, Bark and van Berlekom 1978, Shen and Peterson 1978, 
1980, Blake et al. 1977, Bark 1985, Lush and Skipp 1986, Franc and Michel 1988, Hart et al. 1990, Kubota 
et al. 1989, 1992, Le et al. 1993, de Lange et al. 1994, Kawanami et al. 1996) have studied the complicated 
flow patterns involved in the produ~t~ion a d collapse of cloud cavitat'ion on a hydrofoil. The basic feat>ures of 
the cyclic process of cloud formation and collapse (whet'her on a stationary or oscillating foil) are as follows. 
The growth phase usually involves the expansion of a single attached cavity, a t  t,he end of which a re-entrant 
jet penet,rates the cavit,y from the closure region. This penet,ration breaks the cavity into a bubbly cloud 
which collapses as it  is convected downstream. 
The radiated noise all occurs during this bubbly part of the cycle. It con~ist~s  of pressure pulses of very 
short duration and large magnitude; they are q~alit~atively similar to those calculated for t,he spherical cloud. 
The pulses have been measured Bark (1985), Bark and van Berlekom (1978), Le et al. (1993), Shen and 
Peterson (1978, 1980), McKenney and Brennen (1994), Reisman et al. (1994). More recently, Reisman and 
Brennen (1997) have made measurements of the impulsive pressures on the suction surface of a hydrofoil 
(wit,hin the cloud cavitation) simultaneous with radiated pulse measurements and high-speed movies. Very 
large pressure pulses were recorded by t,he surface t-ransducers, with typical magnitudes as large as lobar and 
durations of tshe order of 1 0 - ~ s .  These are certainly sufficient to explain the enhanced noise and ~av i t~a t ion  
damage associated with cloud cavitation. For example, the large impulsive surface loadings due to  t,hese 
pulses could be responsible for the foil damage reported by Morgan (1995), who observed propeller blade 
trailing edges bent away from the suction surface and t,oward the pressure surface. 
Reisman and Brennen (1997) also correlated the movies with t,he pressure mea~urement~s and found that 
the pressure pulses recorded (both on the foil surface and in the far field) are clearly ass~ciat~ed with specific 
structures (more precisely, the dynamics of specific structures) which are visible in the movies. Indeed, it 
appears that  several t,ypes of propagating ~truct~ures  ( hock waves) are formed in a collapsing cloud and 
dictate the dynamics and acoustics of collapse. One type of shock wave structure is associated with the 
coherent collapse of a well-defined and separate bubble cloud when it is convected into a region of low 
pressure. This type of structure causes the largest impulsive pressures and radiated noise. The pulses it 
produces are termed global pulses since they are recorded almost simultaneously by all t,ransducers. Figure 
12 depicts four consecutive frames from one such movie; the cavitation cloud which is the remnant of t'he 
attached sheet cavity undergoes a rapid and coherent collapse between frames (b) and (c) of this figure. 
The collapse of this region radiates a pressure pulse which is det,ected by all the t-ransducers. Notre from 
figure 12, bhat. global cloud collapses do not involve large changes in the overall dimensions of the cloud, a 
feature which is consistent with the calculations of t,he last section (see figure 10). Rat'her collapse involves 
large changes in the void fraction distribution within the cloud. The global collapse often generates multiple 
pulses which may represent several shock focussing events. 
But., unexpectedly, two other types of structures were observed. Typically, their pulses are recorded by 
only one t,ransducer and these events are therefore called local pulses. They are observed tco occur when a 
shock struct,ure passes over the face of the transducer. While these local events are smaller and therefore 
produce less radiated noise, the pressure pulse magnitudes are almost as large as those produced by global 
events. The two types of st,ructbures which are observed to caused local pulses are termed "crescent-shaped 
regions" and "leading edge struct.uresn; both occur during the less coherent collapse of clouds. 
The first type of flow structure (illustrat'ed in photographs (a) t8hrough (c) of figure 13) is a crescent,-shaped 
region of low void fraction. These crescent-shaped regions appear randomly in the bubbly mixture which 
remains after the passage of the reentrant jet. A close look at photograph (c) shows how complicat.ed these 
flow structares can be since this crescent,-shaped region appears to have some internal structare. Photographs 
(b) and fc) also show that more than one crescent,-shaped stmcture can be present a t  any moment in time. 
In addition, the movie and pressure data  consistentJy displayed a local pulse when t,he u p ~ t ~ r e a m  boundary, 
or  leading edge, of the detached bubbly mixture passed over a transducer. This second type of local flow 
st,ructure which also produces a local pulse is i l l~st~rat~ed in photograph (d) of figure 13. These "leading edge 
struct8uresn are created when the sheet cavity detaches from the foil and they propagate downstream faster 
than the mixture velocit,y. 
Figure 12: Consecutive high speed movie frames (2ms apart) of cavitation on the suction surface of cavitat.ing 
foil. The flow is from right to left. A global cloud collapse occurs between frames (b) and (c). From Reisrnan 
and Brennen (1997). 
Parenthetically, we note that injection of air into the cavitation on the suction surface can substantially 
reduce the magnitude of the pressure pulses produced (Ukon 1986, Arndt et al. 1993, Reisman et al. 1997). 
However Reisman et  al. (1997) have shown that the bubbly shock wave structures still occur; but wit,h t,he 
additional air content in the bubbles, the pressure pulse is greatly reduced. 
10 Concluding Comments 
In this paper we have summarized some of the recent advances in our understanding of travelling bubble 
cavitation and cloud ca~itat~ion.  We have demonstrated that individual cavitating bubbles or events display a 
rich variety of fluid mechanical phenomena as the bubbles interact with t,he largely irrotational flow outside 
the boundary layer and with the boundary layer itself. Many of the observed phenomena remain to  be 
understood, particularly the instability of the thin liquid layer underneath the bubble and the separation 
phenomena induced by the passage of the bubble. It has been demonstrated that these micro-fluid-~nechanical 
effects are important because they influence the coherence of the collapse and therefore the noise and damage 
potential produced by individual bubbles. It seems possible tjhat surface modifications (for example, surface 
roughening) could significantly alter these micro-fluid-mechanical processes and therefore alter the noise and 
damage potential. This suggests a number of options which remain to be explored. 
It is also becoming clear that, effects of the interaction between bubbles may be crucially import,ant 
especially when they give rise to the phenomena called cloud cavitation. Calculations of the growth and 
Figure 13: Local pulse structures in the cavitation on the suction surface of a cavitating foil. The flow is 
from right t.o left. Crescent-shaped structures are seen in (a),  (b),  and (c) and a leading edge event with two 
collapses is shown in photograph (d). From Reisman and Brennen (1997). 
collapse of a spherical cloud of cavitating bubbles confirm the earlier work of Morch, Kedrinskii and their 
co-workers, namely that ,  provided the cloud interaction parameter (P )  is large enough, collapse occurs first 
on the surface of the cloud. The inward propagating collapse front becomes a bubbly shock wave which 
grows in magnitude due to geometric focussing. Very large pressures and radiated impulses occur when the 
shock reaches the center of the cloud. 
Of course, actual clouds are far from spherical. And, even in a homogeneous medium, gasdynamic shock 
focussing can be quite complex and involve significant non-linear effects (see, for example, Sturtevant and 
Kulkarny 1976). Nevertheless, it seems evident that  once collapse is initiated on the surface of a cloud, the 
propagating shock will focus and produce large local pressure pulses and radiated acoustic pulses. It  is not, 
however, clear exactly what form the foci might take in the highly non-uniform, three-dimensional bubbly 
environment of a cavitation cloud on a hydrofoil, for example. 
The experiments with hydrofoils experiencing cloud cavitation have shown that very large pressure pulses 
occur within the cloud and are radiated away from it during the collapse process. Within the cloud, these 
pulses can have magnitudes as large as lobar and durations of the order of 10-~s.  These are certainly 
sufficient to  explain t,he enhanced noise and cavitation damage associated with cloud cavitation. Moreover, 
these pressure pulses are associated with several distinct shock ~t~ructures  which can be observed visually 
and which propagate through the bubbly mixture. 
Thus we suggest. a new perspective on ca~i t~at ion damage and noise in flows which involve large collections 
of cavitation bubbles with a sufficiently large void fraction (or, more specifically, a large enough P )  so that 
the bubbles interact and collapse coherently. This view maintains that the cavitation noise and darnage 
is generated by the format.ion and propagation of bubbly shock waves within the collapsing cloud. The 
experiments reveal several specific shock wave structures. One of these is the mechanism by which the large 
coherent collapse of a finite cloud of bubbles occurs. A more unexpected result was the discovery of rnore 
localized bubbly shock waves propagating within the bubbly mixture in several forrns, as crescent-shaped 
regions and as leading edge structures. These seem to occur when the behavior of thc cloud is less coherent. 
They produce surface loadings which arc within an order of rnagnitude of the rnore coherent events and could 
also be responsible for cavitation darnage. However, because they are more localized, the radiated noise they 
produce is much srnaller than that due t,o global events. 
The phenomena described arc expectled to  be important features in a wide range of cavitating flows. 
However, the analytical results clearly suggest that the phenomena may depend strongly on the cloud 
interaction parameter, p. If this is the case, some very important scaling effects may occur. It is relatively 
easy to envision a situation in which the /? value for some srriall scale model experiments is too srnall for cloud 
effects t o  be important but in which the prototype would be operating at a rnuch larger P due t o  the larger 
cloud size, A" (assuming the void fractions and bubble sizes are comparable). Under these circumstances, 
the model would not manifest the large cloud cavitation effects which could occur in the p r~ to t~ype .  
In conclusion, these recent investigations provide new insights into the dynamics and acoustics both of 
individual cavitation bubbles and of clouds of bubbles. In turn, these insights suggest new ways of modifying 
and possibly ameliorating cavitation noise and damage. 
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